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Introduction: In many countries, toxicity reference
values (TRVs) and sediment screening values
(SQVs) are important determinants of sediment
remediation goals for mercury. Sediment remediation
goals for mercury vary in different countries, as they
are set by different international regulatory
authorities to establish so-called “safe” limits in
sediments and for protection of aquatic life. In some
cases, TRVs and SQVs are based on protection of
local or region-specific ecological resources or
targeted at certain highly valued species, while in
other cases these values are rather non-specific and
more broadly focused on screening sediments for
protection of sediment benthos or sensitive laboratory
species that may, or may not, be present.
We summarize the results of a critical review of
mercury TRVs and SQVs derived for protection of
benthic invertebrates, fish, and wildlife. The purpose
was to determine if sediment and ecological
protection goals in different countries and for
different regulatory applications were based on
current scientific understanding. [1,2]
Methods: For benthic invertebrate SQVs, we
included consideration of compiled alternative data
sources, including published spiked sediment toxicity
studies and toxicity or benthic community data from
sites where mercury was a predominant sediment
contaminant. For fish, we included studies that
considered paired fish tissue mercury and fish
community assessment data at mercury-contaminated
sites and in regional watershed assessments; we also
compared wildlife TRVs on a fish tissue basis with
information on background concentrations of
mercury in fish. For wildlife, we included toxicity
studies used as the basis for commonly cited TRVs.
Results: The results of this work are intended as a
tool for the development of site-specific sediment
cleanup goals for mercury based on current scientific
understanding of mercury’s behavior in sediments
and uptake by fish and other aquatic organisms.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of low, medium, and high SQVs
to background. [2]
Discussion: Cleanup goals should not be based on
non-specific SQVs for protection of benthic
invertebrates; these values are one to several orders
of magnitude lower than mercury toxicity thresholds
for invertebrates identified from spiked sediment
studies and sediment toxicity investigations at
mercury-contaminated sites. Figure 1 compares
SQVs to background. SQVs that are equivalent to
background conditions (especially central tendency
background) do not efficiently accomplish the
objective of screening because very few sites can
“screened out,” regardless of the actual likelihood of
toxicity. [2]
Dose-response data are preferable as the basis for
TRVs and SQVs; however, wide variation has been
observed among species responses, and available fish
toxicity data are limited and highly uncertain. Sitespecific investigation may be warranted if mercury
risks to fish are believed to be potentially significant.
Lastly, commonly cited wildlife TRVs are outdated
because they incorporate safety factors to address
uncertainties that, in some cases, have been resolved
by more recent toxicity studies. [1,2]
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